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Abstract—As the operation of our fiber-optic backbone net-
works migrates from interconnected SONET rings to arbitrary
mesh topology, traffic grooming on wavelength-division multi-
plexing (WDM) mesh networks becomes an extremely important
research problem. To address this problem, we propose a new
generic graph model for traffic grooming in heterogeneous WDM
mesh networks. The novelty of our model is that, by only manipu-
lating the edges of the auxiliary graph created by our model and
the weights of these edges, our model can achieve various objec-
tives using different grooming policies, while taking into account
various constraints such as transceivers, wavelengths, wave-
length-conversion capabilities, and grooming capabilities. Based
on the auxiliary graph, we develop an integrated traffic-grooming
algorithm (IGABAG) and an integrated grooming procedure
(INGPROC) which jointly solve several traffic-grooming subprob-
lems by simply applying the shortest-path computation method.
Different grooming policies can be represented by different weight-
assignment functions, and the performance of these grooming poli-
cies are compared under both nonblocking scenario and blocking
scenario. The IGABAG can be applied to both static and dynamic
traffic grooming. In static grooming, the traffic-selection scheme is
key to achieving good network performance. We propose several
traffic-selection schemes based on this model and we evaluate
their performance for different network topologies.

Index Terms—Graph model, mesh network, optical network,
traffic grooming, wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM).

I. INTRODUCTION

WAVELENGTH-DIVISION multiplexing (WDM) is a
key approach to increase the bandwidth of an optical

network [1]. As WDM technology continues to mature, there
exists a large gap between the capacity of a WDM channel
(e.g., OC-48, or OC-192, or OC-768) and the bandwidth
requirement of a typical connection request (e.g., STS-1, OC-3,
OC-12, etc.). If the entire bandwidth of a wavelength channel
is allocated to a low-speed connection, a large portion of the
transmission capacity could be wasted. In order to use the
network resources efficiently, low-speed traffic streams need
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to be efficiently multiplexed, or “groomed,” onto high-speed
lightpaths [2].

The traffic-grooming problem can be formulated as fol-
lows [3]. Given a network configuration (including physical
topology, where each edge is a physical link, number of
transceivers at each node, number of wavelengths on each fiber,
and the capacity of each wavelength) and a set of connection
requests with different bandwidth granularities, such as OC-12,
OC-48, etc., we need to determine how to set up lightpaths to
satisfy the connection requests. Because of the subwavelength
granularity of the connection requests, one or more connections
can be multiplexed on the same lightpath.

The set of connection requests can all be given in advance
(static traffic), or given one at a time (dynamic traffic). Traffic
grooming with static traffic is a dual optimization problem. In a
nonblocking scenario, where the network has enough resources
to carry all of the connection requests, the objective is to min-
imize the network cost, e.g., total number of wavelength-links
used in a WDM mesh network, while satisfying all the requests,
where a wavelength-link is defined as a wavelength in a fiber-
link. In a blocking scenario, where not all connections can be set
up due to resource limitations, the objective is to maximize the
network throughput. With dynamic traffic, where connections
arrive one at a time, the objective is to minimize the network
resources used for each request, which implicitly attempts to
minimize the blocking probability for future requests.

Traffic grooming is usually divided into four subproblems [3],
which are not necessarily independent:

1) determining the virtual topology that consists of light-
paths;

2) routing the lightpaths over the physical topology;
3) performing wavelength assignment to the lightpaths;
4) routing the traffic on the virtual topology.

The virtual-topology design problem [4]–[9] is conjectured to
be NP-hard [1]. In addition, routing and wavelength assignment
(RWA) [10] is also NP-hard [11]. Therefore, traffic grooming in
a mesh network is also a NP-hard problem [3].

To solve the traffic-grooming problem, one approach is to
deal with the four subproblems separately. It first determines
the virtual topology, then performs routing and wavelength as-
signment, and finally routes the traffic requests. There are con-
siderable research results on each subproblem already and they
can be utilized to solve the traffic-grooming problem. Although
this divide-and-conquer method makes traffic grooming easier
to handle, it cannot achieve the optimal solution even if we
can get the optimal solution for each subproblem, since these
four subproblems are not necessarily independent and the so-
lution to one subproblem might affect how optimally another
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subproblem can be solved. Sometimes, using the optimal solu-
tion for one subproblem might not lead to the optimal solution
to the whole problem. Moreover, this approach requires all the
traffic requests to be known in advance, which cannot be satis-
fied in dynamic grooming.

Another approach is to solve the four subproblems as a whole.
Since it can take into account all the constraints regarding
the four subproblems simultaneously, this approach has a
potential to achieve better performance. With static traffic, the
traffic-grooming problem can be formulated as an integer linear
program (ILP) [3], and an optimal solution can be obtained for
some relatively small networks. However, an ILP is not scalable
and cannot be directly applied to large networks. One way to
make the problem tractable is to develop heuristic algorithms and
jointly solve the grooming problem for one connection request
at a time. To the best of our knowledge, no integrated heuristic
algorithm for solving the traffic-grooming problem has been
developed for wavelength-routed networks in previous work.

A. Previous Work

Traffic grooming is an important and practical problem
for designing WDM networks and it is receiving increasing
research attention both in academia and in industry. The work
in [12] reviews most of the recent research work on traffic
grooming in WDM ring and mesh networks.

Past research efforts on traffic grooming have mainly focused
on SONET/WDM ring networks. The major cost of such a
network is considered to be dominated by SONET add-drop
multiplexers (ADMs). Therefore, minimizing the number of
SONET ADMs has been the objective of static traffic grooming
in recent research. The general traffic-grooming problem in a
SONET/WDM ring network is proven to be NP-complete [13],
[14]. An optimal algorithm for a single-hub ring is proposed
in [13] and several optimal or near-optimal algorithms for
traffic grooming and wavelength assignment to reduce the
number of wavelengths and SONET ADMs are proposed in
[15]. As a network design problem, the authors in [16] attempt
to minimize the network cost, which is dominated by SONET
ADMs, in an optical add-drop wavelength-division-multiplexed
(OADM) ring network. Six optical WDM ring architectures
are provided in [16] and the cost of different architectures,
as well as the switching capabilities of different architectures
under various traffic assumptions are compared. The max-
imum terminal-equipment savings using wavelength ADMs
are quantified in [17] for WDM rings carrying uniform and
distance-dependent traffic. Grooming with arbitrary traffic in
bidirectional-line-switched rings (BLSRs) is addressed in [14].
In [18], based on a general formulation of the virtual-topology
problem, a framework used to evaluate the performance of
heuristics and requiring less computation than evaluating the
optimal solution is presented. The authors in [19] formulate
the grooming optimization problem as an ILP and compare
single-hop grooming and multihop grooming. Instead of
single-ring architectures, interconnected WDM rings are
studied in [20] and several strategies for traffic grooming in
such networks are compared. All the above references except
[16] focus on static traffic only. The authors of [21] study the
dynamic traffic-grooming problem in SONET/WDM rings and
formulate it as a bipartite graph-matching problem.

As our fiber-optic backbone networks migrate from rings
to mesh, traffic grooming on WDM mesh networks becomes
an extremely important area of research. The work in [22]
formulates the static traffic-grooming problem as an ILP and
proposes a heuristic to minimize the number of transceivers.
In [23], several lower bounds for regular topologies are pre-
sented and greedy and iterative greedy schemes are developed.
However, in both [22] and [23], the authors relax the phys-
ical-topology constraints, assuming all the virtual topologies
are implementable on the given physical topology, i.e., they
do not consider lightpath routing and wavelength assignment.
The authors in [3] propose several node architectures for
supporting traffic grooming in WDM mesh networks and
formulate the static traffic-grooming problem as an ILP. They
present two heuristics and compare the performance with that
of the ILP. The works in [24]–[29] consider a dynamic traffic
pattern in WDM mesh networks. In [24], the authors propose
a connection admission control scheme to ensure fairness in
terms of connection blocking. A theoretical capacity correlation
model is presented in [25] to compute the blocking probability
for WDM networks with constrained grooming capability.
In [26], two route-computation algorithms are proposed and
compared, and the results indicate that, in order to achieve good
performance in a dynamic environment, different grooming
policies and route-computation algorithms need to be used
under different network states. The work in [27] compares two
schemes to dynamically establish reliable low-speed traffic
in WDM mesh networks with traffic-grooming capability. In
[28], the problem of planning and designing a WDM mesh
network with certain forecast traffic demands, to satisfy all the
connections as well as minimize the network cost, is studied.
In [29], the authors investigate the design of multilayer mesh
networks to satisfy each connection’s bandwidth and protection
requirements while minimizing the overall network cost.

B. Challenges of Traffic Grooming in a Heterogeneous WDM
Mesh Network

The WDM backbone network is expected to emerge as a mul-
tivendor heterogeneous network. As WDM networks migrate
from ring topologies to mesh topologies, it is very important
to solve the traffic-grooming problem in a heterogeneous mesh
network environment.

In terms of wavelength-conversion capability, heterogeneity
means that some of the nodes in a network may have full wave-
length-conversion capability (any incoming wavelength can
be converted into any outgoing wavelength), some may have
no wavelength-conversion capability (traffic must stay on the
same wavelength when bypassing these nodes) [30], [31], and
some may have partial wavelength-conversion capability (some
wavelengths can be converted into some other wavelengths)
[32]–[35]. In previous work, however, it was assumed that
all the nodes in a network either have wavelength-conversion
capability or none has wavelength-conversion capability. In
addition, if a node has this capability, it always has full wave-
length-conversion capability. This all-or-nothing assumption
may not be practical or valid in the future WDM network. It is
necessary to address the partial and sparse wavelength-conver-
sion scenarios.
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In a WDM mesh network, each node must support two func-
tionalities: wavelength routing, which can be accomplished by
an optical crossconnect (OXC), and optical multiplexing/de-
multiplexing, by which several wavelengths can be multiplexed
to or demultiplexed from the same fiber-link. Besides, in order
to groom low-speed connections onto a high-speed wavelength
channel, a node will need to employ access stations, which
can multiplex/demultiplex and switch low-speed connections
using various multiplexing techniques, e.g., time-division
multiplexing (TDM). A WDM mesh network may consist
of systems from multiple vendors, and different vendors
may employ different node architectures, which may have
different grooming capabilities. Some architectures may have
full grooming capabilities, while others may impose some
constraints on the grooming capability, such as the number of
transceivers used for originating and terminating groomable
wavelength channels (also known as grooming ports). In
addition, some nodes may have no grooming capability. These
partial and sparse grooming-capability scenarios are very
practical and should also be considered when solving the
traffic-grooming problem.

To solve the traffic-grooming problem, the integrated
approach is desirable not only because it has the potential
to achieve better performance than the separated approach,
but also because it can be used directly for dynamic traffic
grooming, where the separated approach cannot be used. For
a given connection request, the integrated approach should
address the following issues.

1) Should this connection be routed on the current virtual
topology, if it is possible to do so? Sometimes, it may be
better to set up a new lightpath even though the connec-
tion can be carried on the current virtual topology.

2) How to change the virtual topology to accommodate the
connection? i.e., between which two nodes should we set
up a new lightpath, if any? In some cases, we can set up
a lightpath directly from the source of the traffic to the
destination. In other cases, it is not necessary or possible
to set up this lightpath and we may need to set up one
or more lightpaths and route the connection onto these
lightpaths and/or some existing lightpaths.

Different decisions on these questions can result in different net-
work performance. These decisions reflect the intentions of the
network operator, and they are referred to asgrooming poli-
cies[26]. By using different grooming policies, a network op-
erator can achieve various objectives, such as minimizing the
number of wavelength-links, minimizing the number of light-
paths, minimizing the traffic hops on the virtual topology, etc.
As the network state changes, the optimization objective may
also need to change. Dynamically evolving the grooming policy
according to the network state is also a challenge for traffic
grooming. Dynamic traffic grooming in a WDM mesh network
is addressed in our extension work [36].

C. Our Contribution

In this paper, we propose a novel generic graph model for
traffic grooming in a heterogeneous WDM mesh network. In
this model, various factors of heterogeneity of the network,
such as the number of transceivers at each node, the number

of wavelengths on each fiber-link, as well as wavelength-con-
version capabilities and grooming capabilities of each node,
are represented by different edges in an auxiliary graph con-
structed by our model. This model can also achieve various
objectives using different grooming policies. Moreover, instead
of designing a route-computation algorithm for each grooming
policy, simple shortest-path route-computation algorithms can
be used in this model to achieve various grooming policies
by carefully choosing the weight functions for the edges in
the auxiliary graph. Three different grooming policies are
proposed and their performance is compared under blocking
and nonblocking scenarios. Based on the auxiliary graph, we
develop an integrated traffic-grooming algorithm which jointly
solves the four traffic-grooming subproblems. The integrated
traffic-grooming algorithm can be applied to both static and
dynamic traffic grooming. In static grooming, proper selection
of the traffic requests is key to achieving a good network per-
formance. We present several traffic-selection schemes based
on this model and evaluate their performance for different
network topologies.

D. Organization of the Paper

In Section II, we demonstrate how to construct, according
to the network state, an auxiliary graph, which is the basis of
our graph model. Based on this, an integrated traffic-grooming
algorithm and three selection schemes used by the algorithm for
static traffic are proposed and an illustrative example is given
in Section III. In Section IV, the grooming policy is analyzed
and three different grooming policies are proposed. Methods
to choose the weight-assignment functions for the auxiliary
graph to achieve these policies are also discussed. In Section V,
the performance of different grooming policies is shown for
blocking and nonblocking scenarios. The performance of the
three selection schemes used by the integrated traffic-grooming
algorithm for static traffic is also compared under different
network scenarios. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. CONSTRUCTION OF ANAUXILIARY GRAPH

In order to solve the traffic-grooming problem, we first con-
struct an auxiliary graph according to the given network config-
uration.

An illustrative example is shown in Fig. 1. In order to make
the constructed auxiliary graph clear to see, we choose a very
simple network topology. Network 1 [Fig. 1(a)] is a three-node
network with four unidirectional fiber-links, each of which has
two wavelengths. Node 0 has wavelength converters with full
wavelength-conversion capability, node 1 has no wavelength
converter, and node 2 has wavelength converters with limited
wavelength-conversion capability in the sense that only wave-
length can be converted to . In the beginning, there is
no lightpath in the network, so there is no edge in the virtual
topology of Network 1, as shown in Fig. 1(b). An auxiliary
graph is constructed as in Fig. 1(c).

In general, a network can be represented by a graph
, where and are its node set and link set,

respectively. Assuming that each link has wavelengths,
through , we construct the corresponding auxiliary graph
as follows.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 1. (a) Physical topology of network 1. (b) Virtual topology of network 1.
(c) Auxiliary graph of network 1.

For clarity, we will use the termsnodeand link to repre-
sent a vertex and an edge, respectively, in the original network

, and we will use the termsvertexandedgeto rep-
resent a vertex and an edge in the auxiliary graph , re-
spectively.

Auxiliary graph is a layered graph with layers.
Layers 1 through denote the wavelength layers, layer

is called thelightpath layer, and layer is called the
access layer, where a traffic flow starts and terminates. Each
node has two ports on each layer, an input port and an output
port. Let denote port on layer at node ; then

, where
and denote the input port and the output port on layerat
network node , respectively. Each edge in the auxiliary graph

has a property tuple associated with it, where
denotes the capacity of this edge anddenotes its weight. The
edges are inserted in auxiliary graphas follows.

• Wavelength Bypass Edges (WBE).
There is an edge from the input port to the output port

on each wavelength layer at node

(1)

We call the edge wavelength bypass edgeon
layer at node and it is denoted as . The ca-
pacity of the edge is .

• Grooming Edges (GrmE).
There is an edge from the input port to the output port

on access layer at nodeif node has grooming capability

(2)

We call the edge grooming edgeat
node and it is denoted as . The capacity of the
edge is .

• Mux Edges (MuxE).
There is an edge from the output port on the access layer

to the output port on the lightpath layer at each node

(3)

We call the edge mux edgeat node
and it is denoted as MuxE . The capacity of the edge is

.
• Demux Edges (DmxE).

There is an edge from the input port on the lightpath
layer to the input port on the access layer at each node

(4)

We call the edge demux edgeat node
and it is denoted as DmxE. The capacity of the edge

is .
• Transmitter Edges (TxE).

There is an edge from the output port on the access
layer to the output port on wavelength layerif there are
transmitters available on wavelengthat node

(5)

where denotes the number of transmit-
ters that can operate at wavelengthat node .

We call the edge transmitter edgeon
layer at node and it is denoted as . The ca-
pacity of the edge is .

• Receiver Edges (RxE).
There is an edge from the input port on wavelength

layer to the input port on the access layer if there are
receivers available on wavelengthat node

(6)

where denotes the number of receivers
that can operate at wavelengthat node .

We call the edge receiver edgeon
layer at node and it is denoted as . The
capacity of the edge is .

• Converter Edges (CvtE).
There is an edge from the input port on wavelength

layer to the output port on wavelength layerat node
if wavelength can be converted to wavelength

without using an access station at node

wavelength is convertible to at node (7)

We call the edge converter edgefrom
layer to layer at node and it is denoted as

. The capacity of the edge is .
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• Wavelength-Link Edges (WLE).
There is an edge from the output port on wavelength

layer at node to the input port on wavelength layerat
node if there is a physical link from nodeto node and
wavelength on this link is not used.

wavelength on link is not used (8)

We call the edge wavelength-link edge
on layer from node to node and it is denoted as
WLE . The capacity of this edge is the capacity of
the corresponding wavelength on the link from nodeto
node .

• Lightpath Edges (LPE).
There is an edge from the output port on the lightpath

layer at node to the input port on the lightpath layer at
node if there is a lightpath from nodeto node

a lightpath from node to node (9)

We call the edge the lightpath edge
from node to node and it is denoted as LPE . The
capacity of this edge is the residual capacity of the corre-
sponding lightpath from nodeto node .

As a final step in constructing the auxiliary graph, we need
to assign weights to each edge, i.e., determinein the property
tuple of each edge. The weights can reflect the cost
of each network element (transceiver, wavelength-link, wave-
length converter, etc.), and/or a certain grooming policy. By ap-
plying different weight settings, this graph model can be used to
achieve different objectives. These weights can either be fixed,
or they can be adjusted according to the current network state.
We will discuss the weight function in Section IV-B.

Note that, for each edge, we can keep some other useful edge-
specific information in the property tuple also. For instance, for
each lightpath edge, the routing and wavelength assignment in-
formation can be saved in the property tuple.

From the above procedure, it should be clear that the auxiliary
graph reflects the current state of the network, which can be
heterogeneous, with different nodes having different resources
and capabilities.

III. SOLVING THE TRAFFIC-GROOMING PROBLEM BASED ON

THE AUXILIARY GRAPH

Traffic grooming is usually divided into four subproblems
[3]:

• determine the virtual topology of the network, i.e., which
nodal transmitter should be directly connected to which
nodal receivers;

• route the lightpaths over the physical topology;
• assign wavelengths to the lightpaths (this problem has

been shown to be NP-hard in [11] and there are various
heuristics to solve it [10]);

• route the traffic on the virtual topology.
In previous work, these four subproblems were usually solved
separately [3]. For instance, routing the traffic can only be done

after the virtual topology has been selected. This approach has a
drawback since these four subproblems are not necessarily inde-
pendent. It does not take into account the impact of routed traffic
on the network state when determining the virtual topology.
In addition, it cannot combine the knowledge about the phys-
ical-topology layer and virtual-topology layer to determine the
route of the traffic. In our study, based on the auxiliary graph,
we propose an integrated algorithm which jointly solves the four
subproblems. Since it can take advantage of all the updated in-
formation about the subproblems, this approach has a potential
to achieve very significant improvement in performance.

A. Integrated Grooming Algorithm Based on the Auxiliary
Graph (IGABAG)

We first introduce the IGABAG algorithm, which solves the
four subproblems for one traffic demand, and we then provide
its complexity analysis.

1) Algorithm: The IGABAG algorithm needs initialization
before being used. The initialization takes as a parameter
the network configuration, which includes network topology,
as well as node and link configuration, and according to the
network configuration, it constructs the corresponding auxiliary
graph using the method discussed in Section II.

The input of the IGABAG algorithm is a traffic demand,
which is represented by , where and are the
source and destination nodes, respectively,is the granularity
of the traffic demand, for instance, OC-48, andis the amount
of the traffic in units of . The algorithm works as follows.

Algorithm IGABAG
Input: a traffic demand .
Step 1: Delete the edges whose capacity
is less than the bandwidth granularity
of , since they cannot accommodate .

Step 2: Find the shortest path from the
output port on the access layer of the
source to the input port on the access
layer of the destination of on graph

. If not successful, restore the edges
previously deleted in Step 1 and return

1.
Step 3: If contains wavelength-link
edges, one or more lightpaths going
through the corresponding wavelength-
links needs to be set up. A lightpath
starts whenever travels through a
transmitter edge, follows the subsequent
wavelength-link edges, and terminates at
the first receiver edge.

Step 4: Route along the pre-existing
lightpaths in and/or lightpaths set up
according to . If the capacity of the
path, which is defined as the minimum
capacity of the lightpaths along the
path, is less than the entire amount of

, route the maximum amount possible,
say, units, of the traffic granularity
.
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Step 5: Restore the edges previously
deleted in Step 1.

Step 6: Update graph as follows:
6.1: For each lightpath newly set up, a
lightpath edge from the output port of
starting node of the lightpath to the
input port of ending node is added on
the lightpath layer.

6.2: The wavelength-link edges denoting
the wavelength-links used by the light-
path are removed from the corresponding
wavelength layers. (Note that, if there
are multiple fiber-links between the
nodes, the wavelength-link edges are
removed only when the corresponding
wavelengths on all the fiber-links
are used. So this algorithm can also
be used in the case where there are
multiple fiber-links between the same
node pair.)

6.3: If there is no transmitter (re-
ceiver) available at node on wave-
length , the transmitter edge
(receiver edge ) will be re-
moved from , i.e., this node cannot
source/sink a lightpath on wavelength

anymore and can only be bypassed by
a lightpath.

6.4: If there is no wavelength converter
which can convert wavelength to
wavelength available at node , the
converter edge will be
removed from .

6.5: Update the property tuple of
the edges. For the lightpaths carrying
the traffic , the capacities of the
lightpath edges denoting the lightpaths
carrying the traffic are decreased by
the amount of the traffic routed.
Updating the weights of the edges in
the graph will change the grooming
policies. We will discuss the grooming
policies in Section IV .

Step 7: If the entire traffic is accom-
modated, return 0. Otherwise, return

, which is the amount of the
uncarried traffic in units of .

It can be observed that the IGABAG algorithm routes a given
traffic request under the current network state and updates the
network state after routing, making the auxiliary graph always
reflect the current network state.

2) Complexity Analysis:Suppose there are nodes in the
network and each link has wavelengths. In the corresponding
auxiliary graph, there are 2 vertices. Since the
running time of shortest-path computation using Dijkstra algo-
rithm is , where is the number of the vertices in the

graph, the running time of IGABAG algorithm is . If
each node in the network has full wavelength-conversion capa-
bility, all the wavelength layers can be collapsed into one wave-
length layer since all the wavelengths are equivalent. In this spe-
cial case, the running time of IGABAG algorithm is .

B. Integrated Grooming Procedure (INGPROC) and
Traffic-Selection Schemes

The IGABAG algorithm is used to accommodate one connec-
tion request, but in traffic-grooming problems, we need to route
a set of requests. Based on the IGABAG algorithm, we propose
the following INtegrated Grooming PROCedure (INGPROC) to
solve the traffic-grooming problem. The input of INGPROC in-
cludes network configuration and a set of traffic requests.

Procedure INGPROC
Input: network configuration and a set of

traffic requests.
Step 1: Initialize IGABAG with network

configuration.
Step 2: Select a traffic demand

from the traffic-request set.
Step 3: Apply IGABAG to and let

denote the return value.
Step 4: If , insert into the

request set.
Step 5: Go to Step 2 unless all the

traffic has been routed, or no traffic
can be routed with the remaining
network resources.

Note that the INGPROC procedure can be applied to both
static and dynamic grooming. For dynamic grooming, ING-
PROC just chooses the current traffic request in Step 2. For static
grooming, where all the traffic demands are known in advance,
the order in which the requests are routed plays an important
role in achieving good performance. We propose the following
traffic-request-selection schemes for static traffic grooming.

• Least Cost First (LCF).LCF chooses the most cost-ef-
fective traffic request under the current network state and
routes it. The cost of a traffic request is the weight of the
shortest path for routing the traffic on the corresponding
auxiliary graph divided by the amount of the traffic, which
is computed as the granularity multiplied by the units
of the traffic. Note that, after routing a connection, LCF
need to re-compute the cost of the unrouted connections
under the updated network state. If there arenodes in
the network, wavelengths on each link, and traffic
demands, the running time of INGPROC using LCF
is , assuming no wavelength-conversion
capability, or , assuming full wavelength-con-
version capability.

• Maximum Utilization First (MUF).MUF selects the con-
nection with the highest utilization, which is defined as
the total amount of the request divided by the number of
hops from the source to the destination on the physical
topology. The running time of INGPROC using MUF is
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Fig. 2. (a) Virtual topology of network 1. (b) Corresponding auxiliary graph before routing the first traffic requestT . (c) Corresponding auxiliary graph after
routing the first traffic requestT .

, assuming no wavelength-con-
version capability, or , assuming full
wavelength-conversion capability.1

• Maximum Amount First (MAF).MAF selects the con-
nection with the largest amount of demand and routes
it. The running time of INGPROC using MAF is

, assuming no wavelength-con-
version capability, or , assuming full
wavelength-conversion capability.

We will compare the performance of these traffic-selection
schemes in Section V.

In dynamic grooming, connections arrive one at a time, hold
for a certain time period, and terminate. When a connection
terminates, the resource used for this connection must be re-
leased. How to use our graph model to solve dynamic-grooming
problem is shown in our extension work [36].

C. Illustrative Example

To illustrate how the graph model and the IGABAG algorithm
work, we give an example based on the network in Fig. 1. Sup-
pose the capacity of each wavelength is OC-48 and each node
has grooming capability and two tunable transceivers.

The first connection request is T(1, 0, OC-12, 2). To sat-
isfy this request, we need to find in the auxiliary graph a path
from to . It is easy to see that there exists a path along
the edges TxE(1,1), WLE(1,0,1), and RxE(0,1), shown as bold
lines in Fig. 2(b). Since this path contains a wavelength-link
edge WLE(1,0,1), which denotes a wavelength-link, we need
to set up a lightpath using on the fiber-link from node 1
to node 0. After setting up , we need to add a lightpath edge
LPE(1,0) into the graph, which means that there is a lightpath
from node 1 to node 0. Meanwhile, the wavelength-link edge
WLE(1,0,1) must be removed from the graph since this wave-
length-link cannot be used to set up another lightpath later on.
This connection then can be routed onto lightpath and the

1Here we use comparison sorts, such as heapsort and merge sort, to determine
the order of the connections, whose running time isO(D logD). A linear-time
sorting algorithm, such as counting sort, radix sort, and bucket sort, can also
be applied to determine the order of the connections. Then, the running time of
INGPROC isO(DN W ) andO(DN ), assuming no wavelength-conversion
capability and full wavelength-conversion capability, respectively.

residual capacity of is 2 OC-12. So the capacity of edge
LPE(1,0) is 24, which means that the capacity is equivalent to
24 OC-1’s. The current virtual topology and the updated auxil-
iary graph are shown in Fig. 2(a) and (c), respectively.

Suppose the second connection requestis (2, 0, OC-12,
1). Following the same procedure as above, we need to deter-
mine a path from to . There exist several paths in the
auxiliary graph.

• Case 1 (Single-hop grooming).One path is along the
edges TxE(2,2), WLE(2,1,2), WBE(1,2), WLE(1,0,2),
and RxE(0,2), shown as bold lines in Fig. 3(b). This
path contains edges WLE(2,1,2) and WLE(1,0,2), which
denote wavelength on the fiber-links from node 2
to node 1 and from node 1 to node 0, respectively. If
this path is chosen, a lightpath consisting of these
two wavelength-links needs to be set up. As a result, a
lightpath edge LPE(2,0) is added into the graph and the
two wavelength-link edges WLE(2,1,2) and WLE(1,0,2)
are removed from the graph. Since both receivers at node
0 are used, we remove all the receiver edges, i.e., edges
RxE(0,1) and RxE(0,2), which means that node 0 cannot
sink lightpaths any more. After the traffic is routed onto
lightpath , the capacity of lightpath edge LPE(2,0) is
36 units. In this case, we set up one lightpath using two
wavelength-links. Since the connection traverses a single
lightpath, we call this approachsingle-hop grooming.
Fig. 3(a) and (c) shows the current virtual topology and
the updated auxiliary graph, respectively.

• Case 2 (Multihop grooming). Another path is along
the edgesTxE(2,1), WLE(2,1,1), RxE(1,1), GrmE(1),
MuxE(1), LPE(1,0), and DmxE(0), shown as bold lines
in Fig. 4(b). This path contains edges WLE(2,1,1) and
LPE(1,0), which denote wavelength on the fiber-link
from node 2 to node 1 and the lightpath from node 1 to
node 0, respectively. If choosing this path, we need to set
up a lightpath from node 2 to node 1 using wavelength

on the fiber-link from node 2 to node 1, and a light-
path edge LPE(2,1) is added and wavelength-link edge
WLE(2,1,1) removed. Then, we route onto the newly
setup lightpath and the pre-existing lightpath . The
capacities of lightpath edge LPE(2,1) and LPE(1,0) are
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Fig. 3. (a) Virtual topology of network 1. (b) Corresponding auxiliary graph before routing the second traffic requestT . (c) Corresponding auxiliary graph after
routing the second traffic requestT using single-hop grooming.

Fig. 4. (a) Virtual topology of network 1. (b) Corresponding auxiliary graph before routing the second traffic requestT . (c) Corresponding auxiliary graph after
routing the second traffic requestT using multihop grooming.

36 and 12, respectively. In this case, we have to route
the connection onto two lightpaths, but only one more
wavelength-link is required for satisfying this traffic.
Since the connection traverses multiple lightpaths, we
call this approachmultihop grooming. However, this kind
of multihop grooming will add burden on the electrical
devices, which are the bottleneck and major cost in a
WDM network, at the intermediate node(s) (node 1 in this
case). Fig. 4(a) and (c) shows the current virtual topology
and the updated auxiliary graph, respectively.

Which path should be chosen depends on the grooming
policy. Since the IGABAG algorithm chooses the shortest
path, the grooming policy should be reflected in the weight-
assignment function. We will discuss the grooming policies in
Section IV-A.

Suppose the third traffic demand isT(1, 0, OC-48, 1). If we
use single-hop grooming for the second connection, we cannot
find a path from to after removing all the lightpath
edges since they cannot accommodate this traffic request and it
will be blocked. However, if we use multihop grooming for the
second connection, we can still find a path in the graph since
there is a wavelength available which can be used to set up a
lightpath from node 1 to node 0 to carry the traffic.

From the above example, it can be seen that the IGABAG
algorithm can deal with the grooming problem in the blocking

manner under the wavelength and transceiver constraints
using different grooming policies. It is a straightforward
matter to verify that our algorithm can be used in nonblocking
scenarios if enough network resources are given for the traffic
demands.

One of the advantages of the graph model is that, if a path
is obtained from the source to the destination in the auxiliary
graph, all the four subproblems of traffic grooming are solved si-
multaneously. Therefore, it can avoid the limitations introduced
by having to solve the four subproblems separately.

IV. GROOMING POLICIES AND WEIGHT ASSIGNMENT

A grooming policy determines how to carry the traffic in a
certain situation. It reflects the intentions of the network oper-
ator. In this section, we first analyze all the possible operations
when routing a traffic request. The different ordering of the pos-
sible operations forms different grooming policies. Then, we
discuss how to assign weights to edges in the auxiliary graph
to achieve different grooming policies.

A. Grooming Policies

When solving the traffic-grooming problem, given a traffic
demand , we need to determine how to route the
traffic under the current network state.
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OFFOUR OPERATIONS

In general, for a traffic demand in a network,
there are four possible operations that can be used to carry the
traffic without altering the existing lightpaths. Note that we do
not consider reconfiguring existing lightpaths, such as splitting
or rerouting a lightpath, since then the traffic on the network
would be interrupted.

• Operation 1: Route the traffic onto an existing lightpath
directly connecting the sourceand the destination.

• Operation 2: Route the traffic through multiple existing
lightpaths.

• Operation 3: Set up a new lightpath directly between the
source and the destinationand route the traffic onto this
lightpath. Using this operation, we set up only one light-
path if the amount of the traffic is less than the capacity of
the lightpath.

• Operation 4: Set up one or more lightpaths that do not
directly connect the sourceand the destination, and
route the traffic onto these lightpaths and/or some existing
lightpaths. Using this operation, we need to set up at least
one lightpath. However, since some existing lightpaths
may be utilized, the number of wavelength-links used to
set up the new lightpaths is probably less than that of
wavelength-links needed to set up a lightpath directly con-
necting the source and the destination.

The characteristics of these four operations are summarized
in Table I.

Each operation must satisfy certain prerequisites before it can
be applied. For instance, if there is no lightpath between the
source and the destination of the traffic that can accommodate
the traffic, then Operation 1 cannot be used. In some situations,
all the operations are applicable, while in other situations, only
some of them can be used. If none of them can be applied, the
traffic must be blocked without reconfiguring the existing light-
paths.

In a situation where multiple operations can be applied, how
to choose the operations is a matter of the grooming policy. By
combining the various operations in different orders, we can
achieve different grooming policies.

Here we present three different grooming policies. In each
of them, for a given traffic demand , if there is a
lightpath from to which can carry the traffic request, we
always choose it since this is the best solution for the connection
request, i.e., we always use Operation 1 when it is applicable.

• Minimizing the Number of Traffic Hops (MinTH).
If Operation 1 fails, we always try to set up a light-

path from to and route the traffic onto this lightpath.
Only when such a lightpath cannot be set up, we use mul-

tihop grooming. This policy is achieved by Operation 1
followed by Operation 3. After that, we will use Opera-
tions 2 and 4 and choose the one with fewer hops on the
virtual topology.

• Minimizing the Number of Lightpaths (MinLP).
This policy tries to set up the minimum number ofnew

lightpaths to carry the traffic. If Operation 1 fails, we try
to route the traffic using multiple existing lightpaths (Op-
eration 2). If Operation 2 also fails, then we try to set up
one or more lightpaths to accommodate the traffic using
Operation 3 or Operation 4.

• Minimizing the Number of Wavelength-Links (MinWL).
This policy tries to consume the minimum number of

extrawavelength-links to carry the traffic. The difference
between MinLP and MinWL is that, after Operations 1
and 2 fail, MinWL compares the number of wavelength-
links used by Operations 3 and 4, and it chooses the one
requiring fewer wavelength-links.

B. Weight Assignment

Policies MinTH, MinLP, and MinWL can be easily achieved
by applying different weight-assignment functions to the graph
model and using the IGABAG algorithm.

Since each grooming policy is achieved by combining the
four operations in different ways, it is helpful to analyze the
weight function of each operation first. Since IGABAG chooses
the shortest path found in the auxiliary graph, the order in which
the four operations are combined is determined by the relation-
ship of the weight of each operation.

In the following discussion, the weight of each kind of edge
is nonnegative and represented by the name of this kind of edge,
e.g., the weight of a wavelength-link edge is represented by
WLE. In addition, we assume that the same kind of edges has
the same weight and there is no wavelength converter at each
node, i.e., there is no converter edge in the auxiliary graph. It is
straightforward to extend the discussion to more general cases.

• Operation 1 uses a single existing lightpath to route the
traffic. Since each lightpath edge always has a mux and
demux edge connected with it in the path, the weight of
the path found in the auxiliary graph is

MuxE LPE DmxE (10)

• Operation 2 uses ( ) existing lightpaths to carry
the traffic. Since each lightpath edge always has a mux
and demux edge connected with it and there is a grooming
edge between two lightpaths, the weight of the path found
in the auxiliary graph is

MuxE LPE DmxE GrmE (11)

• Operation 3 sets up a lightpath between the source and
the destination of the traffic and routes the traffic onto it.
According to the IGABAG algorithm, the lightpath fol-
lows the path found in the graph, which consists of a trans-
mitter edge, ( ) wavelength-link edges,
wavelength bypass edges, and a receiver edge. Therefore,
the weight of the path found in the auxiliary graph is

TxE WLE WBE RxE (12)
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• Operation 4 sets up ( ) lightpaths and routes the
traffic onto them and ( ) existing lightpaths. Sup-
posing that each newly set up lightpath uses(

) wavelength-links, the weight of the path found in
the auxiliary graph is

TxE WLE WBE RxE

MuxE LPE DmxE

GrmE (13)

To make Operation 1 the first choice among the four opera-
tions, we need to ensure that the value of (10) is always the least
among the four expressions.

Based on the analysis of the weight of each operation, we can
easily manipulate the weights of the edges to satisfy the different
grooming policies, as follows.

• MinTH policy tries to carry the current traffic request
using the minimum number of lightpath hops on the vir-
tual topology. It can be observed that, for each traffic,
there is a grooming edge following each hop on the vir-
tual topology except the last one. At the same time, if a
grooming edge is encountered in the path, the traffic must
experience a hop on the virtual topology. Therefore, min-
imizing the traffic hops is equivalent to minimizing the
number of grooming edges in the path found by IGABAG.
Hence, we need to assign a large weight to the grooming
edges such that the weight of a path containing( )
grooming edges is always greater than that of any path
containing grooming edges. We call this kind of
edgesdominant edgesin the graph.

• MinLP policy tries to set up the minimum number of new
lightpaths for the current traffic request. For each newly
set up lightpath, there must be a transmitter edge and a re-
ceiver edge in the path according to which the lightpath is
set up. In addition, if there are( ) transmitter edges
and receiver edges in the path,lightpaths must be set up
according to IGABAG. Therefore, minimizing the number
of lightpaths is equivalent to minimizing the number of
transmitter edges and receiver edges. So we should make
transmitter edges and receiver edges dominant edges in the
graph.

• MinWL policy tries to use as few unused wavelength-links
as possible to accommodate the current traffic request. It
is straightforward to see that we can achieve this policy by
making wavelength-link edges dominant edges.

In grooming policies MinTH, MinLP, and MinWL, some op-
erations are always applied before others, and these policies can
be easily achieved by our graph model. However, this does not
mean that the graph model can only apply the four operations
in fixed orders. The order in which the four operations are per-
formed by our model really depends on the weight assignment.
If we appropriately assign weights to the edges in the auxiliary
graph, the four operations can be applied in different orders at
different times, which gives the network operator the maximum
flexibility. For example, if we assign the weight to each edge
according to the cost of the corresponding component, say, the

weight of a TxE/RxE is the cost of a transmitter/receiver, the
weight of a CvtE is the cost of a converter, the weight of a WLE
is the cost of the corresponding wavelength-links, etc., the graph
model will choose the most cost-effective operation to route a
connection, under the current network state. This intrinsic flex-
ibility that the operations can be applied in different orders is
one of the major advantages of our model.

Note that our model can also be used for virtual-topology de-
sign. Suppose we are given the physical fiber topology, the max-
imal configuration of the nodes, and the traffic demands to be
supported. Now, if we assign the weight to each edge according
to the cost of the corresponding component, after routing all
the traffic using the graph model, we can determine the virtual
topology and the configuration of each node, such as the number
of transceivers and converters at each node. Hence, our model
can be used for network design while minimizing its total cost.

In dynamic grooming, the network state varies as connec-
tion requests come and go. To achieve good performance, the
grooming policy should be evolved according to the current net-
work state. For instance, if transceivers are becoming scarce re-
source, we should make full use of existing lightpaths to accom-
modate the new traffic and avoid setting up new lightpaths. The
graph model can easily satisfy this requirement by adjusting the
weights of edges according the current network state, i.e., the
weight of an edge can be made a function of the network state.
This capability of easily changing grooming policies makes the
graph model very suitable for dynamic traffic grooming.

V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

In this section, we first compare the performance of the
three grooming policies MinWL, MinLP, and MinTH under
the blocking and the nonblocking scenarios. Then, we compare
the performance of the INGPROC procedure when using
different traffic-selection schemes LCF, MAF, and MUF with
the optimal solution obtained via an ILP in a relatively small
network. Finally, the performance of the three traffic-selection
schemes is investigated for a larger practical-sized network
to demonstrate how the network throughput changes under
different configurations.

A. Comparison of Grooming Policies

We compare the performance of these three grooming poli-
cies via simulation. The topology we used is the NSF network
topology, which has 14 nodes and 21 links, as shown in Fig. 5(a).
Each link is bidirectional and carries 32 wavelengths, and the ca-
pacity of each wavelength is OC-192. All nodes have grooming
capability and there are 32 tunable transceivers and no wave-
length converter at each node.

The traffic is randomly generated and uniformly distributed
among all node pairs. For each node pair, there may exist sev-
eral types of connections simultaneously, for instance, OC-3,
OC-12, OC-48, and OC-192. The distributions of each type of
connections are independent. For this example, the traffic is gen-
erated as follows.

• For each node pair ( ), the probability that there is an
OC-3 type of connection between them is 0.3. If there is
an OC-3 connection betweenand , the amount of the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5. Comparison of different grooming policies. (a) NSF network.
(b) Comparison of different grooming policies using a nonblocking model.
(c) Comparison of different grooming policies using a blocking model.

traffic is uniformly distributed between
1 and 32.

• For each node pair ( ), the probability that there is an
OC-12 type of connection between them is 0.3. If there is
an OC-12 connection betweenand , the amount of the
traffic OC-12 is uniformly distributed between
1 and 16.

• For each node pair ( ), the probability that there is an
OC-48 type of connection between them is 0.3. If there is
an OC-48 connection betweenand , the amount of the
traffic OC-48 is uniformly distributed between
1 and 8.

• For each node pair ( ), the probability that there is an
OC-192 type of connection between them is 0.05. If there

TABLE II
AVERAGE TRAFFIC GENERATED FOR THENSF NETWORK

TABLE III
WEIGHTS OFEDGES ASSIGNED IN THEEXPERIMENTS FOR THETHREE

GROOMING POLICIES

is an OC-192 connection betweenand , the amount
of the traffic OC-192 is uniformly distributed
between 1 and 2.

In our simulation experiments, ten different traffic matrices
randomly generated according to the above distribution are
used, and the average traffic distribution is shown in Table II.
On average, the total number of connection requests in a traffic
matrix is 171 and the total traffic amount is equivalent to
21770 OC-1’s. The network resources are enough to carry all
the traffic demands, so this is a nonblocking model and the
objective is to minimize the resources used to carry all of the
traffic.

In Step 2 of INGPROC, we use the traffic-selection heuristic
LCF to choose the traffic demand, which is discussed in Sec-
tion III-B. In the experiments, we assign weights to the edges
such that all the requirements for the grooming policies are sat-
isfied. The weights of different edges assigned in the experi-
ments for the three grooming policies are shown in Table III.
Note that the grooming policies will be achieved as long as the
relationship of the weights of the different edges satisfies the
grooming-policy requirements, no matter what value a specific
edge is assigned.

The results based on ten simulation experiments are shown in
Fig. 5(b). It can be observed that, to carry all the traffic demands,
the MinWL policy consumes the fewest wavelength-links, the
MinLP policy sets up the minimum number of lightpaths, and
the MinTH policy achieves the minimum number of average
traffic hops on the virtual topology. This demonstrates that the
weight-assignment functions of the three policies can really ac-
complish the corresponding grooming policies. In addition, the
MinWL policy sets up the most number of lightpaths and the
traffic experiences the largest number of hops on the virtual
topology. This is because this policy prefers to use short light-
paths to carry connections. Since each lightpath will occupy one
transmitter and one receiver at the source node and the des-
tination node, respectively, the MinLP policy uses the fewest
transceivers. The MinTH policy consumes the largest number
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of wavelength-links since it always tries to set up a lightpath
from the source to the destination when the connection cannot
be routed using a single existing lightpath.

We also study the performance of the three policies under
a blocking scenario. The same NSF network topology and the
same ten traffic matrices are used. However, each link now has
only eight wavelengths, and each node has twelve tunable trans-
ceivers. Since the network resources are reduced and not all the
requests can be satisfied, the objective in the blocking scenario
is to maximize the carried traffic, i.e., the throughput of the net-
work.

The results in Fig. 5(c) demonstrate that MinTH achieves the
highest throughput among the three policies. This is because,
in a blocking scenario, the network resources are limited. To
improve the network throughput, we should use our limited re-
sources efficiently, and single-hop grooming is usually more ef-
ficient to use lightpath capacity to carry the traffic than multihop
grooming. From the perspective of a traffic request, fewer hops
mean that less resources (lightpaths) are used to accommodate
the traffic. From the perspective of a lightpath from nodeto
node , its efficiency is higher when using the same amount of
capacity to carry the traffic whose source and destination are
also and than to carry other traffic.

B. Comparison of Traffic-Selection Schemes in a Relatively
Small Network

We compare the performance of our heuristics with the
optimal solution obtained through an ILP [3]. Since the ILP
can be solved only for small networks, for this comparison,
we use a six-node network with bidirectional links shown in
Fig. 6(a), and the traffic matrices are as follows. There are three
types of connections: OC-1, OC-3, and OC-12, and the amount
of each connection type between each node pair is uniformly
distributed between 0–16, 0–8, and 0–2, respectively. For our
example, the total traffic amount becomes equivalent to 988
OC-1’s. The capacity of each wavelength is OC-48. Each node
has grooming capability with a limited number of transceivers
and no wavelength converter. Since the network resources may
not be enough to accommodate all the requests, our objective
is to maximize the network throughput, i.e., the amount of
successfully carried traffic. We use the MinTH policy in this
experiment.

The results are shown in Table IV, where denotes the
number of transceivers at each node anddenotes the number
of wavelengths per link. The numbers in the table are the
percentage and the amount of the traffic routed using different
traffic-selection schemes under different network configura-
tions. We observe that the performance of LCF is better than
those of the other two traffic-selection schemes in most cases
and close or equal to the optimal solution.

To further compare the performance of our heuristics and that
of the ILP, we tried twelve different traffic matrices with the
same distribution as above. Fig. 6(b) shows the average ratio of
the amount of routed traffic by heuristic LCF to the amount of
routed traffic by the ILP, under different network configurations.
It can be observed that our heuristic can achieve a near-optimal
solution, while using much less running time than the ILP. (The

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. Comparison of traffic-selection schemes in a relatively small network.
(a) Network 2: a six-node network. (b) Average ratio of the amount of carried
traffic by LCF to the amount of carried traffic by ILP.

TABLE IV
PERFORMANCECOMPARISON OFILP AND DIFFERENTHEURISTICS FOR

ROUTING STATIC TRAFFIC DEMANDS

running time of LCF is less than one second on machine A2

while it takes several minutes to more than one hour for the ILP
to get the solutions on the same machine.)

C. Comparison of Traffic-Selection Schemes in a Larger
Representative Network

We also examine the heuristics on a larger representative
network (Network 3) shown in Fig. 7(a). This network has 19
nodes and 31 links. All the nodes have grooming capability and
no wavelength converter. Each link is bidirectional, and each
wavelength has a capacity of OC-192. Our experiment results
are based on ten different traffic matrices, which are randomly
generated using the same method used for the NSF network.
The average total number of connection requests is 330 and
the average total traffic amount is equivalent to 42692 OC-1’s.
The distribution of the average generated traffic is shown in
Table V.

The blocking model and MinTH policy are used in this exper-
iment. We vary the number of transceivers at each node and the

2Machine A is a Windows PC with a 500-MHz Pentium III processor and
2-GB memory.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 7. Comparison of traffic-selection schemes in a larger representative network. (a) Network 3: a 19-node network. (b) Network throughput using different
heuristics when each link has eight wavelengths. (c) Network throughput using different heuristics when each link has 16 wavelengths. (d) Network throughput
using heuristic LCF under different network configurations.

TABLE V
TRAFFIC GENERATED FORNETWORK 3

number of wavelengths on each link to obtain the performance
of the three traffic-selection schemes under different network
configurations. Fig. 7(b) and (c) shows, when using the heuris-
tics LCF, MUF, and MAF, how the network throughput changes
as the number of transceivers at each node varies from 16 to 24,
with the assumption that each fiber-link has eight and 16 wave-
lengths, respectively. It can be observed that MUF performs
better than MAF, and LCF performs best since LCF chooses
the connection according to the current network state, while the
other heuristics do not take this into account.

On the other hand, the time complexity of INGPROC when
using selection scheme LCF is larger than when using MAF
and MUF, as shown in Section III-B. In this experiment,
the running time of LCF is about 1–5 min on machine B3

while the running time of MUF and MAF are both within
several seconds on the same machine. This is because, after
routing each connection, LCF needs to recompute the cost of
the remaining connection requests under the updated network
state, and computing the cost of each connection needs to
determine the route of the connection on the auxiliary graph,
whose time complexity is , while MUF and MAF
do not need this step. Note that the ILP cannot practically
solve the problem of this size. It reported not enough memory
available when we ran the ILP for this example on machines A
and B. Even if each link has only four wavelengths and there
are only 60 connection requests, the ILP will have 40800

3Machine B is a Linux PC with a 1.7-GHz Pentium IV processor and
2-GB memory.
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constraints and 1420597 variables and it could not obtain the
solution within three days.

To further demonstrate the scalability of the IGABAG algo-
rithm and the three traffic-selection heuristics, we conducted,
on machine B, an experiment on a large nationwide network
with 277 nodes. We assume that each node has 20 tunable trans-
ceivers and no wavelength converter, and there are 20 wave-
lengths on each link. The running time of the IGABAG algo-
rithm is less than 0.3 s. To route 3496 connections, MUF and
MAF take about 17 min, while LCF is estimated to run about
20 days. It can be observed from these results that the IGABAG
algorithm scales well with network size and can even satisfy
the complexity requirement for on-line provisioning in dynamic
traffic grooming. For static traffic, MUF and MAF can handle a
large amount of connection requests in a reasonable time period,
while LCF has a scalability problem as the number of connec-
tion requests increases.

Finally, Fig. 7(d) shows that, when the LCF heuristic is
used, the network throughput increases as the number of
wavelengths on each link increases. When each link has only
eight wavelengths, the throughput improves little as the number
of transceivers is increased from 18 to 24. This is because
the resource bottleneck is the number of wavelengths on each
fiber-link rather than the number of transceivers at each node.
For each node configuration, the network throughput increases
as the number of wavelengths on each fiber increases.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we developed a novel generic graph model for
traffic grooming in a heterogeneous WDM optical mesh net-
work. This model takes into account various constraints, such
as transceivers, wavelengths, wavelength-conversion capabili-
ties, and grooming capabilities, which means that it can be ap-
plied very generally to a heterogeneous WDM mesh network
environment. With static grooming (where all connections to
be set up are knowna priori), it can achieve various objectives
by using different grooming policies under blocking and non-
blocking scenarios. Moreover, our ability to easily adjust the
grooming policy according to the current network state makes
this model very suitable for dynamic traffic grooming (where
connections need to be set up one at a time). At the same time,
the versatility of the model is accomplished by using a uniform
mechanism for manipulating the edges in the auxiliary graph,
namely, by adjusting their weights and performing shortest-path
computation, which is a very simple and novel feature of our
proposed model.

Based on the auxiliary graph, we develop an integrated
grooming algorithm, IGABAG, which jointly solves the four
traffic-grooming subproblems for one traffic demand, and a
grooming procedure, INGPROC, which can accommodate
both static and dynamic traffic grooming using the IGABAG
algorithm. Among the three proposed grooming policies
MinTH, MinLP, and MinWL, our study shows that MinWL
consumes the minimum wavelength-links and MinLP uses the
minimum transceivers under nonblocking scenarios, while the
traffic travels using the minimum number of hops on the virtual
topology in nonblocking scenarios when MinTH is used, and
MinTH achieves the maximum throughput under blocking

scenarios. For static traffic grooming, the LCF heuristic out-
performs MUF and MAF when combined with the INGPROC
procedure, while MUF and MAF scale better than LCF as the
number of connection requests increases.
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